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16 December 2020
Syft appoints a VP of Sales - Europe
Syft Technologies Limited (Syft) is pleased to announce the appointment of Arnd Ingendoh,
PhD, as VP Sales Europe, effective from 1st January 2021.
Arnd joins Syft from Bruker Corp., a NYSE-listed (BRKR) global leader in analytical solutions,
covering a broad spectrum for research & development as well as industrial production
processes and routine testing. His recent position there was Senior-VP Life Science Mass
Spectrometry Sales for Europe, Middle-East and Africa. He worked as well previously for
Thermo Fisher in Japan and held a Guest Professorship at the University Vienna, Austria.
Arnd received his PhD in Physics at the University Muenster, Germany, where he
participated in the invention of MALDI in the group of Prof. Franz Hillenkamp.
Arnd brings along 25 years of experience in recruiting cutting edge field personnel and
managing sales and customer support teams as well as distributors in multi-cultural
environments. He has a proven record in successfully building and leading teams in a process
of continuous improvement and optimization. Arnd has successfully contributed to the
launch of novel analytical solutions by efficient and focused market development.
Dr Ingendoh commented “I am extremely impressed by the drive and enthusiasm of the
people of Syft in pushing novel solutions to the market with a truly disruptive technology. I
am convinced that this will significantly change the way of analyzing VOC in large market
segments by fast, comprehensive and sensitive real-time monitoring. Being part of that
change by building resources for our customers in Europe is an exciting and absolutely
delighting role that I am very much looking forward to.”
Acting CEO, Al Monro, commented “Arnd brings with him a wealth of experience and will
complete the strong global sales leadership team that we have been working hard to build.
He impressed in his ability to understand the technology and markets at depth and will be
critical in the execution of our service revenue model in the European market.”

